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Cleveland STEP students learned about the Federal Reserve 
System and its significant role in our economy.

Education and Museum Outreach Associate Elle Benak
demonstrated career opportunities at the Cleveland Fed with an 

emphasis on STEM, teaching students how to code their very 
own video game!



Listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland’s main building was completed in 1923 and remains a treasured 

Cleveland landmark. 



The Cleveland Fed serves the Fourth Federal Reserve District, which 
encompasses Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh. These cities 

account for roughly half of the District’s population of nearly 17 million people. 



The building is modeled after an Italian Renaissance palazzo or fortress 
palace. Upon entering the lobby, you can see representations of all 12 Federal 

Reserve District Banks etched elegantly throughout the interior. 



Jenna and Krysta led the Cleveland STEP students in a Sustainability Trivia 
game wherein they competed to answer questions regarding the history of 

USGBC, recycling and more!    

Cleveland STEP students learned that the Cleveland Fed offers internships, virtual 
field trips of the Money Museum, career programs, and job shadowing events. 



Jenna and Krysta led the Cleveland STEP students in a Sustainability Trivia 
game wherein they competed to answer questions regarding the history of 

USGBC, recycling and more!    

Career fields at the Cleveland Fed include opportunities in economics, 
finance, statistics, information technology and more.



Using the SCRATCH program, Ms. Benak introduced students to coding by 
giving step-by-step instructions on how to create their very own video game



Jenna and Krysta led the Cleveland STEP students in a Sustainability Trivia 
game wherein they competed to answer questions regarding the history of 

USGBC, recycling and more!    

Students were challenged to pay close attention to the directions given and 
quickly put their skills to work. They learned how complex, yet rewarding 

coding can be. 



Cleveland STEP would like to thank: 

Elle Benak 
Education and Museum Outreach  

Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland 

For empowering our students with the 
tools to enhance their STEM 

knowledge and giving us a glimpse 
into how the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Cleveland supervises and regulates 

such a broad financial system.  
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